
Symmetries and Asymmetries in Voice Systems
Typological Overview
A fundamental idea about voice alternations is that they provide asymmetries in ‘argument
prominence’ (see e.g. Legendre, Raymond and Smolensky 1993), that is, about providing forms
which give more prominence to one argument over another (Sells 2001), as part of a system in
any one language. In this talk I will present a cross-linguistic approach to voice from the perspec-
tive of a parallel structure theory like LFG or HPSG, where voice relates arguments and valence
properties, potentially separate from the surface morphosyntactic forms of any given language.

(1) ARGUMENT STRUCTURE (thematic roles)

linking VOICE

SELECTION FORGFS (f-structure/valence)

morphosyntactic expression

SYNTAX (phrase structure)

This approach is motivated by voice systems which are more complex than the basic Accusative/
Passive or Ergative/Antipassive ones. For example, there are non-demotional voice systems.
Philippine languages typically have a ‘symmetric’ voice system, where neither argument has to
be (or can be) demoted in order to make the other subject (Sells 1998). Such languages cannot
be classified as either ergative or accusative, as they allowboth types, using the terms ‘Actor’
and ‘Undergoer’ for the two arguments of a transitive verb:

(2) a. Actor Voice: Actor is Subject, Undergoer is Object (‘accusative’ linking)

b. Undergoer Voice: Actor is Object, Undergoer is Subject (‘ergative’ linking)

In addition, many languages of the wider Austronesian family augment the system in (2) with
a Passive, as in Balinese (Manning and Arka 1998), or Pangutaran Sama (Walton 1986), among
others, shown in (3)–(4). Sama has the unmarked order V–Actor–Undergoer, regardless of voice.
The subject is unmarked orNOM and the object isGEN:

(3) a. ∅-b@lli ku taumpa’.
UndV-buy 1sg.GEN shoe
‘I bought the shoes.’

b. N-b@lli aku taumpa’.
ActV.buy 1sg.NOM shoe
‘I bought some shoes.’

(4) a. ∅-b@lla d@nda kiyakan kami.
UndV-cook girl food 1pl.GEN
‘The girl cooked our food.’

b. b-i-lla (uk d@nda) kiyakan kami.
Pass.cook (by girl) food 1pl.GEN
‘Our food was cooked (by the girl).’

Interestingly, if we characterize Passive and Antipassivewith the apparently equal and oppo-
site properties in (5), there appear to be no languages with the symmetric system in (2) which
also have Antipassive, though there are many with Passive.

(5) a. Passive: demote the Actor b. Antipassive: demote the Undergoer
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In contrast, Greenlandic Eskimo is a syntactically ergative language (Manning 1996), having
(2)b but not (2)a, yet it has both Passive and Antipassive forms (Foley and Van Valin 1985);
having both is in fact quite common (outside Austronesian; see Dixon (1994, 149ff)). The a-
examples in (6) show transitive agreement; the b-examples show intransitive agreement:

(6) a. angut-ip arnaq taku-vaa
man-ERG woman.ABS see-3sg:3sg
‘The man saw the woman.’

b. arnaq (anguti-mit) taku-tau-puq
woman.ABS (man-by) see-Pass-3sg
‘The woman was seen (by the man).’

(7) a. arna-p niqi niri-vaa
woman-ERG meat eat-3sg:3sg
‘The woman ate the meat.’

b. arnaq niki-mik niri-NNig-puq
woman.ABS meat-with eat-Antipass-3sg
‘The woman ate (at) some of the meat.’

Dixon and Manning also both note that while ergative languages might show Passive (as in
Greelandic Eskimo), there are no known accusative languages which show Antipassive.

Hence we have a generalization: languages which have an unmarked linking in the accusative
system (2)a do not show Antipassive. The reason for this seems to be functional: in the (2)a
system, prominence in the thematic hierarchy and the GF hierarchy line up, while in (2)b, they
are opposed. Hence Actor and Undergoer have roughly equal prominence in any language that
has (2)b, and such languages may need both Passive and Antipassive to introduce an asymmetry.

Theoretical Modelling
Symmetric voice systems show that both arguments of a transitive have to be licensed in ‘derived’
positions (Actor could be subject, or Undergoer could, and the other argument is an object, not
an oblique). This is not easily accounted for in an approach which, say, posits a VoiceP above
vP, because such a Voice head would have to moderate the surface expression of two arguments.
Minimally what would be required would be a system like VoiceP, plus the old AgrOP, and a
head moderating interactions between the two.

In an approach which works on argument structure representations directly, providing linking
patterns to selection for valents as Terms or Obliques (e.g., Manning and Sag 1998, Wechsler and
Arka 1998), different relations of argument prominence emerge as intrinsic to the voice system,
providing forms which then participate in the clausal morphosyntax. I will illustrate the details
of an analysis along the lines of (1) with a relatively simpleAustronesian language, Toba Batak
(Nababan 1981, Percival 1981, Schachter 1984). Toba Batak is revealing because it has unusual
phrase structure properties which are invariant across voice types. The order is V-O-S-Rest, and
an optional particle may appear between O and S:

(8) a. Manghindat [poti i] do [baoa i].
ActV.lift [case the]PART [man the]
‘The man lifted the case.’

b. Ditongos [imana] [surat] [tu si Ria].
UndV-send [3sg] [letter] [toPN Ria]
‘She sent a letter to Ria.’
(lit. ‘Was sent (by) her a letter to Ria.’)

Manning and Sag (1998) discuss the voice forms in Toba Batak but do not give a full account
of their interaction with the syntax, nor of how languages with more complex voice systems
work. I will extend their account to cover the specifics of Toba Batak, comparing with the recent
VoiceP analysis of Toba Batak in Cole and Hermon (2008). I will also show how this approach
to voice can extend to the range of voice systems mentioned above.
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